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Purpose of the workshop
It has become a popular slogan that public health actions,
including health enhancing physical activity (HEPA) policies,
should be evidence-based or evidence-informed. Seldom is
there a question of lack of research evidence; the challenge is
applying evidence in health and HEPA policy making. The
purpose of this workshop is to provide cutting edge
international results on the actual use of research evidence in
developing physical activity policies in six European countries.
The context is the REPOPA program, a six-country, five-year
project REsearch into POlicy to enhance Physical Activity. The
workshop reports results of the first 18 months of the program,
which carried out document analysis and complementing
stakeholder interviews of 2-5 policies per country.
Scientifically guided analysis of present policies and their
scientific justification using background documents and
interviews of central stakeholders in six countries provided a
fruitful picture on the integration of research knowledge and
policy making. Integrating research knowledge and real-life
policy making is still a challenge, but the rich data gathered in
REPOPA provide a good basis for further interventions to
enhance evidence-informed HEPA policy making.
Program
After a short introduction to the REPOPA (Aro/Hämäläinen),
Italian multilevel policy analysis of meta-policies, discussion
about local decision makers and role of pivotal people in policy
making follows (Valente). The presentation of Romania will
discuss the leadership and involvement of stakeholders in
policy making process (Rus). The barriers and facilitators of
evidence use in national policy making are topics of the Dutch
presentation (van de Goor) whereas the Danish analysis shows
the facilitators and barriers in local HEPA policy making
(Lau). Then overall comparison of the policy analysis will be
presented focusing on differences and similarities between
countries in HEPA policy making (Hämäläinen). Finally,
presentations will be discussed together with the audience.
Funding
The research leading to these results received funding from the
EU FP7/2007-2013 under the grant agreement n� 281 532. This
document reflects only the authors’ views and neither the
European Commission nor any person on its behalf is liable for
any use that may be made of the information contained herein.
Key message
� Both researchers and policy makers need to overcome

barriers in communication, interaction and timely dissemi-
nation to use research evidence for effective policy making
processes and policies.
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Background
The analysis of Italian policies on physical activity initiated in
2012, with the aim of assessing the use of scientific and other
type of evidence in policy making in four national, regional
and local HEPA policies.

Methods
The analysis of the case study was conducted by means of
qualitative content analysis of documents and interviews of 14
stakeholders involved in the policy making processes. In-depth
interviews to five policy makers were carried out, and the
emerging elements were compared with the results of the
content analysis of the policy documents.
Results
Complex interactions and multilayered decision making in a
meta-policy (i.e. a policy embedded in a broader system of
decision processes) were revealed by the analysis at national,
regional, and local levels involving two Ministries, one Region
and two local health units. The focus was on four research
issues: a) analyzing the different sources of evidence; b)
studying how the considered researches varied over time; c)
finding possible contradictions and conflicts in evidence
production; and d) exploring the ‘‘knowledge conversion
processes’’ between local, national and international levels. The
role of ‘‘pivot’’ persons, already emerged in the document
analysis, was proved to be crucial not only in the development
of policy path, but also in the inclusion of evidence. The
interviews showed that in the analyzed meta-policies the use of
scientific research was almost completely driven by the local
level decision makers.
Conclusions
Possible consequences could be a delay between the research
evidence and its use, and the mixing of evidence between
different levels, without putting enough attention to the
limits of extrapolation of research evidence to other contexts.
We also suggest developing indicators to understand if the
use of research in a meta-policy is by nature symbolic or
instrumental.
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Background
Incorporating evidence into the policymaking process has been
outlined as a key strategy to improve health related policies
worldwide. Translating research into policy has been proven
difficult although researchers and policymakers acknowledge
its importance in the development of effective policies.
Therefore, our objective is to identify and describe the role
of research evidence and other types of evidence in the
development process of health enhancing physical activity
(HEPA) policies in Romania.
Methods
Policy document analysis of two national and one local HEPA
policies which focused on the increase of leisure time physical
activities for all, as well as increase of population’s healthy
lifestyles by promoting physical activity followed by interviews
with eleven stakeholders of the policy making process.
Results
The leaders of policy making processes usually vary among
policies between education, health, youth, and sport or main
political actors. Sometimes only politicians or only one single
sector was the leader in the policy development phase. The
evidence in the policy making process came from epidemio-
logical studies, political motives and requirements set by laws
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